
City of Glendale 
Community Development Department 
Design Review Staff Report - Commercial/Industrial 

Meeting/Decision Date: October 10, 2019 

Review Authority: [giDRB DADR D 
HPC0CC 

Case Number: PDR1908439 

Prepared By: Roger Kiesel, AICP 

Project Summary 

Address: 1833 - 1851 Victory Blvd. 

APN: 5625-010-024 

Applicant: Alex Goretsky 

Owner: Ben and Alex Goretsky 

The applicant is requesting approval of three murals at an existing commercial complex, 
located at 1833-1851 Victory Boulevard. All three of the murals are already installed. 
Two face Irving Avenue and one faces Allen Avenue (as well as east toward the alley 
and west toward the on-site parking lot). The mural facing Allen Avenue was installed 
without proper approvals sometime prior to January, 2019. The murals facing Irving 
Avenue were part of a request that the applicant made in October, 2018 to permit a 
number of murals on the subject site. The Board approved murals to be located on the 
Victory fa9ade of the building; however, a condition of approval prohibited murals on the 
Irving Avenue fa9ade of the building. The applicant is hoping the Design Review Board 
will reconsider this decision and allow the Irving Avenue murals to be maintained and 
newly approve the Allen Avenue mural. The Neighborhood Services Division has had 
an open code violation case on this property as a result of the Irving Avenue murals 
being installed without proper approvals. Approval of this project will rectify this code 
violation. 

The applicant submitted biographies of the artists who painted the existing murals 
currently needing approval. Photos of the murals are attached (Exhibit 3). 

Existing Property/Background 
On September 28, 2017, the Design Review Board approved (Case No. PDR 1709825) 
seven murals located on the subject site (Exhibit 4). One of the seven murals faced the 
alley, immediately east of the site. The other six murals were proposed within the. 
parking lot located in the northern portion of the site. The murals faced north (toward 
Allen Avenue) and west (toward Victory Boulevard). At the present time, four of these 
murals have been installed. 

In June, 2018, the applicant again submitted a design review application seeking 
approval for additional on-site murals, including two that were already installed facing 
Irving Avenue and are part of the present application. In the October 11, 2018 report, 
staff recommended that the Board should consider not approving the Irving Avenue 
murals because they were installed on a board-formed concrete portion of the building 
fa9ade, rather than a stucco-faced portion. During discussion, the Board was more 
concerned that these murals faced a residential street rather than the surface material 
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on which the murals were applied and ultimately approved the application with the 
condition, among others, that no new mural shall be added to the Irving Street fac;:ade, 
thus preventing the two murals already located facing Irving Avenue (but not receiving 
proper approval) from being maintained. 

No new murals have been installed along Victory Boulevard since the 2018 approval 
and, in opposition to the condition of this approval, the Irving Avenue murals were never 
removed. 

Additionally, a mural facing Allen (as well as the alley and on-site parking lot) was 
installed sometime before January, 2019, without approval from the Design Review 
Board. The applicant is requesting that this mural also be approved as part of this 
request. 

The existing commercial complex is located on the east side of Victory Boulevard. 
Currently, a general office and warehouse operate out of this complex. 

First Amendment Considerations 

As interpreted and expanded by court cases, the United States and California 
Constitutions establish a right to freedom of expression, and this protection extends to 
signs. A city may regulate signs and murals, but it generally cannot enact or enforce a 
law or standard that regulates signs on the basis of content (with very narrow 
exceptions). Moreover, any requirement for design review prior to issuance of a sign 
permit must have narrow and definite (objective) standards in order to avoid the 
problem of prior restraint on speech. A prior restraint is a regulation that has the effect 
of chilling the exercise of free speech. Prior restraints are not unconstitutional per se, 
but there is a heavy presumption against constitutionality. Suppression of speech can 
occur through review procedures that require the exercise of discretion. A key issue 
under prior restraint doctrine is whether a discretionary review procedure confers 
unguided discretion without adequate standards. In conformity with established First 
Amendment law, the City has adopted objective standards which form the basis of the 
required findings for approval of murals, applicable to this case (contained in Section 
30.47.040(G) of the Glendale Municipal Code). Accordingly, in order to avoid running 
afoul of First Amendment protections, the Board should focus strictly on these findings, 
and apply them in an objective and reasoned manner, citing specific reasons tied to the 
objective standards/findings that support the decision. 

Staff Recommendation 
D Approve D Approve with Conditions , D Return for Redesign ~ Deny 

Section 30.47.040 of the Glendale Municipal Code requires the Design Review Board to 
ensure that murals are consistent with the following standards: 
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1. Murals shall not contain any letters, numbers, or symbols that constitute 
any form of advertisement or commercial message. 

The current business registration certificates at 1833 Victory Boulevard is for 
USAePay, a general office and at 1851 Victory Boulevard is for 3D Retro 
Incorporated, a toy gallery warehouse. One of the existing, non-approved Irving 
Avenue murals (for which the applicant is hoping to receive approval with the 
current application) contains the artist's name "Nychos", the location "Los 
Angeles" and the year installed "2017". The other murals (on Irving and Allen) 
appear to only contain images. Should the Board reverse their 2018 decision 
and approve the two Irving Avenue murals and newly approve the Allen Avenue 
mural, a condition will be added to the approval that none of the murals shall 
contain letters, numbers or symbols that constitute advertising or commercial 
message. 

2. Murals shall not contain any obscenity. 

None of the existing non-approved murals contain obscenities. Should the Board 
approve the project, a condition will be added to the approval prohibiting 
obscenities on any of the murals. 

3. Murals shall not detract from the architecture of the site or surrounding 
area. 
The building is a fairly typical, low-slung, industrial-looking building. The 
proposed murals (all of which are currently already installed) will be located on 
the southern (Irving Ave.) walls of the building as well as on a wall of a 
transformer space facing Allen Avenue. 

The two murals located on Irving Avenue are installed on a board-formed 
concrete portion of the building fai;:ade (as opposed to the less-interesting 
stucco-faced fai;:ade). In the October, 2018 report, staff cited this as a reason the 
Board should consider not approving these two murals. As reflected in its 
discussion at the meeting, the Board was not particularly concerned with the 
validity of this argument. 

Staff also cited in this staff report that the Irving Avenue murals directly face 
commercial uses (as does the Allen Avenue mural). At that time, staff did not 
believe given the locations of the murals, the locations of on-site walls, the 
commercial/industrial nature of Victory Boulevard and the speed at which 
automobiles travel, that the proposed Irving Avenue murals detracted from the 
surrounding neighborhood. 
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The Board ultimately decided not to approve the Irving Avenue murals because 
they faced a residential street (as does the Allen Avenue mural). Both Irving and 
Allen Avenues have commercial uses at their intersections with Victory 
Boulevard. However, these streets are developed with residential uses 
approximately 1.20 feet east of their Victory intersections. Should the Board 
maintain that the murals detract from the neighborhood given the residential 
nature of Irving Avenue, this request should be denied as both Irving and Allen 
Avenues continue to be residential streets. The Board could also reconsider this 

decision. 

4. Murals shall not cause the removal of required landscaping. 

The subject site is located in the IMU zone. No street-front or street-side 
setbacks are required in this zone; however, if setbacks are provided, these 
areas shall only be used for landscaping and active pedestrian areas. The 
subject building is not built to the street-front and street-side property lines and, 
therefore, the area between the property lines and the building is required to be 
either landscaped or used for active pedestrian areas. Should the Board 
approve this project, a condition of approval should be added that requires the 
applicant to provide new landscape plans adjacent to Irving Avenue for the 
setback areas for review and approval by staff. 

5. Murals must be durable and capable of being well maintained. 

The existing murals are painted to the building walls with an oil-based type of 
paint. The applicant is committed to maintaining and repairing (if necessary) the 

murals. 

6. Murals shall be located on existing walls. 

The existing murals for which the applicant is requesting approval are located on 
the southern facade of the building facing Irving Avenue and on Allen Avenue. 

Recommendation / Draft Record of Decision 
Should the Board approve the project, staff recommends the following conditions: 

Conditions 
1. The approval granted is for the locations shown on the submitted application. 

Changes to the locations or sizes of the murals shall be reviewed by staff. 
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2. No mural installed shall contain letters, numbers or symbols that constitute any 
form of advertising or commercial message. 

3. No mural installed shall contain any obscenity. 
4. The applicant shall provide new landscape plans for the Irving Avenue setback 

areas for review and approval by staff. 
5. All murals installed shall be well maintained. 

Attachments 

1. Location Map 
2. Proposed mural locations 
3. Photos of murals and artist biographies 
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Biography of Nychos I Widewalls 

. MU~L MU1ST ~ 
WIDEWAllS Al 

of7 

(https://www.widewalls.ch) 

Nychos / Unknown 

Austria (https://www.widewaLLs.ch 

/artist-sea re h /?n ation ality=14) 

1982 (https: //www.widewaLLs.ch 

/artist-search/?age=26%2C46) 

Urban Art (https://www.widewalls .ch 

/artist-search/?style=2619), Street Art 

(https://www.widewalls.ch/artist

search/?style=3954), Graffiti 

(https://www.widewalls.ch/artist

search/?style=3956) 

rabbiteyemovement.at 

(http://rabbiteyemovement.at/) 

FOLLOW 

BIOGRAPHY (HTTPS://WWW.WIDEWALLS.CH/ARTIST/NYCHOS/) 

AVAILABLE ARTWORKS (HTTPS://WWW.WIDEWALLS.CH/ARTIST/N.YCHOS 

/ARTWORKS/) 

AUCTION RESULTS (HTTPS://WWW.WIDEWALLS.CH/ARTIST/NYCHOS 
/AUCTION-RESULTS/) 

GALLERIES (HTTPS://WWW.WIDEWALLS.CH/ARTIST/NYCHOS/GALLERIES/) 

TV (HTTPS://WWW.WIDEWALLS.CH/ARTIST/NYCHOS/VIDEOS/) 

ARTICLES (HTTPS://WWW.WIDEWALLS.CH/ARTIST/NYCHOS/ARTICLES/) 

EXHIBITIONS (HTTPS://WWW.WIDEWALLS.CH/EXHIBITION/NYCHOS

EXHIBITIONS/) 

RIHGA Hotel The Hotel 

Royal Hotel Celestine 
Metropolitan 

Tokyo 
Tokyo Tokyo Shiba lkebukuro 

~ ~ ~ 
.!b.CU .!t1.2A. .!t.1.la£. 
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Biography of Nychos I Widewalls https ://www.widewalls.ch/arti st/nychos 
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Known for hi ~iW.lfii.a technically 

outstanding art -·~"""""1 present in 
(https://www.widewalls.ch) 

the urban environment as well as in the gallery space. 

In a constant quest for stories he wants to tell 

with his art, he always wanted to be a comic artist or 

character designer because he likes to make himself 

laugh when he draws. Growing up with father and 

grandfather who were the hunters, his childhood was 

filled with skeletons which influenced on his 

interests about body fu11nictioning. Not find ing any 

excitement in painting just characters, Nychos 

decided to take it to another level showing the 

anatomy works. 

Nychos - Pen Paper, photo credits hyperbeast.com 

Anatomy Lessons and First 
Interests in Graffiti 

11/"IA/10 A,""t.., Ol.~ 



Biography of Nychos I Widewalls 

Al 

https://www.widewalls.ch/artist/nycho: 

Nychos was bor-~'iiQIShe grew up 

in a hunting famil ,~- imals while 
(https://www.widewalls.ch) 

he was little, and growing up in the 80's when heavy 

metal was very popular, the anatomy of the dead 

animals and the 80"s culture became some of the 

prevailing things from which Nychos drew 

inspuration when he had developed his interest in 

graffiti and painting at the age of 18. Over the t ime, 

he developed a distinctive and recognizable style 

which stands out with his dissections and cross 

sections of human and animal bodies. His trademark 

style is focused on the reinterpretation of dissected 

motHves combined with colorful outlines. 

His art stands out with his 
representatitons of anatomy of 

human and animal bodies 

Nychos - Fleischwolf, photo cred its nychos.tumbl.com 
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https://www.widewalls.ch/artist/nychos 

Street Arta.ifti~it Eye 
MovemenP• . ii.LI 

(https://www.w1dewalls.ch) 

.. 
In 2005, Nychos foiurided Rabbut Eye Movement, 

which originally started as a street art concept. It 

fueled and defined the artwork Nychos spread on the 

streets for the next seven years. In 2012, Nychos found 

a place for all the members of REM to create and 

promote their work in the heart of Vienna. The Rabbit 

Eye Movement Art Space is now a full-time gaUery 

and agericy dedicated to pushing the same 

movement that created it. Some of the members of 

REM also include Kati (born and raised in Vienna), who 

now works as the Art Space's manager; Marije (a 

Dutch artist now based in Vienna), who has been a 

member since 2003; and Christian who has started 

working closely with Nychos since 2012. Promotirig 

and cornnectnng artnsts from all over t~e world, 

REM is the art space which function as a multi

purpose platform for them. 

.d/?Ll./1 ~ L1•?? PM 



Biography of Nychos I Widewalls https://www.widewalls.ch/artist/nycho 

Al WIDEWAllS 
(https://www.widewalls.ch) 

Nychos - Skeleton of a Dobermann, photo credits.skullappreciationsociety.com 

Nychos' Connection with 
Popular Illustrators 
Being a Rabbit, Nychos sees similarities to any 

underground movement, especially the urban art 

movement. Still unstoppable and led by the rabbit, 

Nychos often collaborates wuthi the world's most 

accomplished painters, making him one of t he most 

noticeable breakout artists from the Austrian scene. In 

2011, he teamed up w ith several "Urban Illustrators" 

who all have a kind of unique and weird style. Oxtr, 

HrvB, Cone, Vidam, Look, Frau Isa, Rookie, The 

LowBrows and Nychos are even called "THE WEIRD". 

Beach and Pow Wow Hawaii, Nychos's work can be 

seen in over fifteen different cities all over the world. 

} 
i) 
l ,· 
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Al 
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The artist illl1r..n• i's Artstubli 

(https://www.widen .~II-), Basel, 
(https://www.w1dewalls .ch) 

Kally Gallery (https://www.widewalls.ch/travels/kolly-

gallery/), Zurich and The Rabbit Eye Movement Art 

Space (https://www.widewalls.ch/travels/rabbit-eye

movement-art-space/), Vienna. 

Nychos lives and works in San 
Francisco. 

Featured image: Nychos - Artist portrait, Image via 

volvoartsession.com 

We rovide art lovers and art collectors w ith one of the best 

p laces on the planet to discover modern and contemporary 

art. 

We aim at providing better value for money than most. 

4/24/18, 4:22 PM 
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ABOUT WIDEWALLS . 

Al About Us (https://www.willl1DE1UALLS-what-we-do/) 

f . (h /.'' . (http$:!/ww1N,l widewalls.ch) f . . /) Terms O Service ttps: ,www.w1dewaLLs.ch1terms-o -service 

Privacy Policy (https://www.widewalls.ch/privacy-policy/) 

Contact Us (https://www.widewalls.ch/contact-us/) 

Jobs (https://www.widewalls.ch/jobs/) 

PARTNERSHIPS 

Widewalls For Galleries (https://www.widewalls.ch/business-user-signup

form/) 

Widewalls For Auctions 

Media Partners (https://www.widewalls.ch/partners/) 

Contributors (https://www.widewalls.ch/contribute/) 

Advertising (https://www.widewalls.ch/advertise-with-us/) 

© 2013-2018 Widewalls I Modern & Contemporary Art Resource 



Jason Naylor 
Mural Dimensions 

Back of Alley Way 



Facing Allen 



Inside the Parking Lot Area 



JASON NAYLOR - ABOUT https ://jasonnay lorcreatiye .com/\)'ho-am-i 
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CREATIVELY POSITIVE x POSITIVELY CREATIVE 

CREATIVELY POSITIVE X POSITIVELY CREATIVE 

MURAL. Afl-TlSr 
MOIZA\.(s)c 

PROJECTS MURALS ABOUT 

CONTACT WHAT ELSE? 

ABOUT 

Jason is an award-winning artist, designer, and creative director who has been working in NYC for 15 years. After 

earning a BFA in graphic design from Brigham Young University, he moved to NYC to immerse himself into the life, 

color and magic of New York. He began his professional career working in the Creative Department of MAC Cosmetics, 

where he learned about the business of art and design, and developed his taste for spreading life and color into any 

and every project he could get his hands on. Six years later, Jason set out to start spreading his own message into the 

world. 

Jason's work consists of bright colors and rich blacks, and regularty contains messages of love and positivity, as he 

believes that kindness is the key to success. He works in both digital and traditional media, and while his work ranges 

from typography and illustration, to products and large scale murals, the immediately recognizable commonality in all of 

his work is his electric color palette and his positivity. Jason's work has received several awards including two CLIO 

Fashion&Beauty Bronze medals. It has been featured in numerous publications and biogs and he has been featured on 

HGTV and the Discovery Channel. In 2018, Jason was named by BUMBLE as one of the 100 Most Inspiring New 

Yorkers, and his upbeat, colorful creations have found partnership with a range of brands like Coach, Heineken, XBOX, 

and Maybelline. 

Jason's mission is to spread color and positivity across the globe. He breathes life into every project with an upbeat 

attitude, humility and confidence. Having worked as an art director for years, he understands the creative process inside 

and out, and knows when to bend with flexibility, and when to hold his stance. Jason's brightly colored designs and 

positive words reflect his zeal for life, his quest for joy and his love of LOVE. Currently, Jason is working towards 

developing a 30 version of one of his favorite motifs ... the heart. <3 

DESIGN, TYPOGRAPHY, ILLUSTRATIONS, CHARACTERS, PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS, DOODLES, 
MURALS, ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, BRANDING, LOGOS, CONCEPTS, PHOTO 
SHOOTS, ART-DIRECTION, VIDEOS, GIFS, BOOKS, CUSTOMIZED CLOTHING 

REPRESENTED BY EILLIN GLOBAL 

8/5/19, 4:55 PM 



JASON NAYLQR - ABOUT https://jasonnaylorcreative.con_l/who-am-i 

Be in f @ t 
C COPYRIGHT 2017 JASON NAYLOR CREATIVE (ART, DESIGN, ILLUSTRATION.) PLEASE DO NOT USE WITHOUT PERMISSION. 
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GUESS Watches I ustwo https://www.ustwo.com/wnrk/ -,-; guess,-watches 

GUESS WATCHES 
Breaking new ground in the digital watch world 

1 of9 8/5/19, 4:58 PM 
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Arcade 

Spring 2019 is all about the SO's. Rather than rely on physical watches, GUESS came to us 

with a new set of watch straps, mood boards, colorways, and imagery that embodied the 

bold colors and neon style of the era. Our design team quickly designed a number of 

inspiration faces and agreed that the Arcade style most embodied the era, the brand, and 

the possibilities of digital. 

Arcade Collection 

GUESS x Jason Naylor 

This collection also brings new inspiration for GUESS through a partnership with local New 

York artist and lnstagram sensation, Jason Naylor. His bright colors and affirmative 

8/5/19, 4:58 PM 



GUESS Watches I ustwo https://www.ustwo.com/wo/k/guess,watches 
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messages inspired GUESS and we've had the opportunity to guide them through 

expressing a new collaborator's work. 

Jason is a master of design on a massive scale and for his first-ever digital experience, he 

had to fit his message on a smartwatch. Our expertise designing and developing for 

WearOS, paired with his creative vision, breathes new life into existing hardware and sets 

an exciting precedent for future artist collaborations. 

Jason Naylor Faces 

What We Learned 

8/5/19, 4:58 PM 
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More Than Creativity 

We pride ourselves on making beautiful products and selling smartwatches in a crowded 

field of competitors is tough. Hardware is constantly advancing and the timelessness of 

timepieces simply doesn't apply here. So, we've used our digital expertise to build 

emotional connections with our users and a pipeline of new faces to keep the hardware 

looking fresh and performant for customers whether they bought two years ago or two 

days ago. 

Make, Teach and Learn 

We're thankful for a close relationship with the GUESS team that has allowed us to make 

beautiful, functional, and shippable product over the last three years. More exciting than 

good work, however, is how our teams have learned from each other. ustwo has been given 

a window into the fashion world and GUESS has built its own digital practice. Ever 

changing hardware, business models, and a nuanced customer profile has meant we are 

constantly learning from one another as we push toward meaningful customer 

experiences. 

This has been an epic journey of learning on both our parts. 

The skill, creative ideas, design aesthetic and great 

partnership that ustwo has brought to our Guess Watch 

world has been incredible. We look forward to where we 

together take digital space next in fashion. 

Elizabeth Thompson, SVP Global Product & Marketing, Guess Watches 

8/5/19, 4:58 PM 



Natasha LaJolic, on Instagram: "Happy Valentine's Day ~ Comme... https://www.instagram.com/p/Bt3dT_TDfpN/?igshid7'ljsn9bu,f2lo1~o 
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® natashalajolie • Follow 

natashalajolie Happy Valentine's Day 
~ Comment the name of your 
Valentine letter-by-letter without 
getting interrupted! Love you my 
Tashiecorns ~ 

Joyeuse Saint-Valentin ~ Commente 
le nom de ton Valentin lettre-par-lettre 
sans t'interrompre! Je vous aime mes 
Tashiecorns ~ 

786 likes 

FEBRUARY 14 

Log in to like or comment. 

to see photos and videos from friends and discover other accounts you'll love. 
[ Continue 

8/5/19, 5:12 PM 




